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In 1964, newly retired American Alpine ski-racing champion Wallace (“Buddy”)
Werner, the pride of Steamboat Springs, Colorado, was relishing some well-earned fun
displaying his skills for a film being shot in St. Moritz, Switzerland. While Werner and
a fellow skier were on a descent, two avalanches let loose. The pair outran the first
slide, but the second buried and killed them. Skiers from around the globe sat stunned.1
Warner was skiing royalty: should not the joy of skiing “powder” (freshly fallen and
fluffy) snow be the best that life affords, a kind of Alpine celebration? As it turns out, the
answer is complex.
The following call-it socio-intellectual journey into the Alpine world will begin by
describing the “backcountry” (areas apart from the controlled confines of resorts) and
those skiers (a term here to include all backcountry enthusiasts, including snowboarders
and snowshoers) who place
themselves in it, largely in pursuit
of powder. Because the backcountry
involves unpredictable physical and
even social variables, the importance
to these skiers of “beta” (a singular
noun for the who, what, where, when,
why, and how of the outdoors) bears
remark, which leads to how that
beta is central to the genres of what
may be called backcountry accident
accounts (hereafter, “accident
accounts”). In the backcountry,
the general saying is true that
“proper preparation prevents poor
performance,” and, when taken in
this light, grouping genres supplying
beta is not only logical but crucial
because “poor” can mean “fatal.” Such an imperative means, moreover, that accident
accounts represent a categorical extreme of a system and, so, help to frame any genre
system in terms of its forms and functions.
A Siren Song: Skinning and Risking Avalanches for Backcountry Powder
“No friends on a powder day!” is a motto often heard among skiers, but, because resort
skiers quickly flatten powder, today’s “powder hounds” seek untrampled surfaces in the
backcountry. There, these skiers are free to pursue their powdery reward—for the price
of arduous climbing aided by directional skins affixed to their ski bases for uphill traction
(thus called “skinning”). On a cost/benefit basis, the effort at first seems irrational, with
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approximately 90% of their activity
the “up” versus only 10% the “down.”
Worse, the threat of avalanches—what
Swiss snow physicist Othmar Buser
likens to the “elegance [and] lightness”
of a ferocious tiger2 —is downright
frightening. From 1964—the year Werner
died—to 2019, the United States saw a
total of 1,048 avalanche-related deaths,
with an average of 27 each year over
the past decade.3 These statistics are
almost predictable: during the 201819 ski season, Colorado, for instance,
experienced no fewer than 4,273 slides,
which resulted in 8 deaths.4 In the backcountry, the general importance of proper
preparation is narrowed into another saying: “There are old mountaineers and there are
bold mountaineers, but there are no old, bold mountaineers.” Rather, the bold ones tend
to end up as victims of what is sometimes known as “The White Death” long before they
get to be old.
How, one wonders, can the siren song of backcountry powder be worth the costs,
either in terms of the actual skiing or the potential hazards? Dolores LaChapelle, a
pioneering backcountry skier who was a leader in the the Deep Ecology Movement and
named in 2004 as a “Ski History Maker” by the University of Utah, attempts to answer
the question in her 1993 book, Deep Powder Snow: 40 Years of Ecstatic Skiing, Avalanches, and
Earth Wisdom:
Why do I climb for hours for a handful
of turns in untracked snow? Why do I
grin and dance afterward? Why is
fun such an anemic answer to the
questions above? Powder snow skiing
is not fun. It’s life, fully lived, life lived
in a blaze of reality. What we
experience in powder is the original
human self, which lies deeply inside
each of us, still undamaged in spite
of what our present culture tries to do
to us. Once experienced, this kind of
living is recognized as the only way to
live—fully aware of the earth and sky
and the gods and you, the mortal,
playing among them.5
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LaChapelle’s sense of
existential fulfillment goes a
long way to explaining why,
for backcountry skiers across
a wide range of abilities,
the costs of skinning uphill
and risking avalanches are
integral to how, as legendary
skier Otto Schniebs once
said, “Skiing is not just a
sport; it’s a way of life.”6 To
be sure, most backcountry
skiers are amateurs, which
is to say they are not those
professional athletes who
risk death through “extreme
skiing” (stunt-like maneuvers
on terrain far beyond the
norm). No less single-minded than professionals, these everyday skiers are drawn to
the simpler beauty of powder, eagerly connecting one “ski day” (a psychological term
that requires merely affirming, “I skied today”) to the next. To them, seemingly all else
comes at some level in second place. Their devotion, furthermore, is at the center to why
the resulting accident accounts have importance to the general study of genres and genre
systems.
A Peculiar Word: “Scour[ing] for Beta”
On the slopes and off, the vocabulary of skiers can seem a foreign tongue to outsiders:
“gaper” (a novice), “yard sale” (a crash whereby equipment is strewn across the hill),
“piste” (French for trail), and “après” (usually, the festivities directly after a day of skiing
and before ski clothing has been changed) are only a few terms that one might find in
skiing’s version of The Urban Dictionary. Most significant to backcountry skiers, though,
is the term beta. Unlike in the hands of resort skiers, for whom beta means little more
than what to expect with traffic and slope conditions, backcountry skiers view beta in
the context of the seriousness of their environment, especially when things go wrong and
lessons must be learned.
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Noel Lyons, featured in various ski films by director
Warren Miller and a member of the United States
Ski Team from 1976 to 1981, stresses in this light that
accident accounts “connect people to life problems—
the realities that we don’t want to face.”7 For better or
worse, face those problems backcountry skiers must, so
genres functioning to mitigate the beta involving injury
or death—obituaries and eulogies are examples—are of
far less interest to them.
For skiers, all good beta is welcome. The adventures
of Cody Townsend, a popular professional backcountry
skier, exemplifies their desire. Townsend, as it
happens, is presently undertaking to ski, one by one,
fifty of North America’s most difficult “lines” (as
descents are called) and publish the narrative results on
YouTube. With one of those lines, on Mt. Currie, British
Columbia, he finds himself unsure about whether to
proceed. Backing away from the prospect of skiing on a particular day, he notes in a
passing moment, “We might be doing a last-minute route change for going up because
I went out and took some photos of it [a cornice] this afternoon and scour[ed] for beta,
and there’s maybe a little more overhead hazard than we’d like” (happily, Townsend
does find a line down the mountain and is caught on his GoPro camera exclaiming, “I
love powder!”8). Townsend’s running commentary might seem unimportant, but any
skier who has ventured into and relishes the backcountry knows otherwise.
An Inverse Relationship: Weighing Forms and Functions in Genres and Genre Systems
Before the consideration of accident accounts, the terms genre and genre system
must be clarified. Rooted in the dual Latin meanings of genus and gener,9 the very word
genre connotes a question at the heart of all the critical ink: does a genre’s textual form
(constituted of inherent structures and characteristics) follow its enacted social function
(what a form causes its audience to think, feel, or do), or does its function follow its
form? In 1984, Carolyn Miller published “Genre as Social Action,” in which she defines
genres as “typified rhetorical actions based in recurrent situations. . . .”10 This phrase,
which has served as a veritable leitmotif in subsequent studies, captures an emphasis in
a wide variety of function-driven critiques. While shifting a great deal of their attention
to function, scholars, though, cannot ignore the forms of genres because, after all, genres
are things.11
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In the final analysis, perhaps “what’s old is new again.” The dramatic forms of tragedy
and comedy, symbolized in ancient masks, function to make audiences cry or laugh.
Another ready example is how Renaissance sonneteers perhaps the whole is largely a
matter of “what’s old is new again.” Renaissance sonneteers, for instance, developed
their form’s 14-line brevity to function in pitching woo.12 Likewise, today’s consumers
must decide whether a generic drug’s formal “active ingredients” will function as well
as a brand-name version’s to heal them from sickness. No matter the case of genre, then,
how form relates to function hangs in the critical scales.
Negotiating one genre can be tricky enough; bringing several together into genre
sets can get complicated. Situated in the wider concept of what scholars call “activity
systems,”13 genre sets
(defined by classifications of
similar items) can get still
more complicated when they
act as genre systems (defined
by Joanne Yates and Wanda
Orlikowski as “sequences of
interrelated communicative
actions”14). All systems
thus imply sets, but not all
sets imply systems. This
categorical logic leads to a
secondary implication not
only pivotal to construing
accident accounts as a genre
system but overlooked in
wider genre studies: in the
fundamental relationship between the forms and functions to all genre systems, diversity
in one direction requires focus in the other if a system is to maintain coherency (much
as, in arithmetic, the greatest common divisor to a set of integers tends to decrease
with the increase of integers in the set, the result ultimately approaching the number
one). Money is a ready example of a genre system that must have a sharply focused form
because of its almost infinite number of social functions, which range from the symbolic
to the concrete, the private to the public.
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Accident accounts are an opposite example, the genre system’s function to supply
backcountry skiers beta so focused that formal considerations are all but incidental.
Any given genre system may be envisioned as a series of concentric circles. Starting
from the center’s focus on either form or function, each outward circle both subsumes
the previous and represents a removal: if the center’s focus is formal (as with money),
then outward circles will tend to become increasingly functional; if the center’s focus
is functional (as with accident accounts), then outward circles will tend to become
increasingly formal. Eventually, the forms and functions of systems can no longer be
said coherently related. For their part, accident accounts start from the “What just
happened?” impressionistic occasion when sensory experiences must be encoded in
the objectivity of official avalanche reports and then proceed through the increasingly
subjective points of view in community forums, journalistic essays, and, finally,
autobiographies and biographies. Theory is one thing while practice is another, however,
so what needs verification with each genre removed from the center is that, faced with
whatever form, the primary audience of backcountry skiers does, in fact, principally
attend to their supply of beta. With accident accounts, answering this critical challenge
is fairly easy because of the typical authorship and content of the genres involved.
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Official Avalanche Reports: Collecting Beta
Functioning as the “before” to the “after” of official avalanche reports are weather
forecasts that attempt to anticipate notoriously fickle mountain environments. Not too
long ago, these genres were intertwined. An essay for the website of the Never Summer
Outdoor School recalls about those pre-internet days, “Before TGR [Teton Gravity
Research] forums, before Powderbuzz, before being able to Google any ski line you wanted,
skiers got their beta for good skiing from friends and from accident reports.”15 Today,
forecasts by the National Avalanche Center, which includes fourteen members located
in western states as well as Alaska and New Hampshire, supply color-coded maps
for identifying areas of relative avalanche danger. The same members, to no surprise,
stand ready to issue reports when backcountry skiers chance beyond the orange of
“considerable” danger (much less to the red of “high” or the black of “extreme”) and the
snowy surface underneath their plastic boots fractures and moves.
In contrast to secondary audiences for
official avalanche reports such as insurance
companies, news sources, and the general
public, the primary audience of backcountry
skiers peruse reports with the keenest eye
because the beta has direct implications for
their future pursuits. That the occasions for
these reports do, though, recur testifies to a
truth about human history: people do not learn
from the past. Bruce Tremper bluntly prefaces
his guidebook Avalanche Essentials, “The
backcountry is chaos. . . . I see people routinely
violate all the standard practices I was taught
as a professional.”16 When accidents occur in
this “chaos,” the stories told in reports are close
to monotonously predictable. In the 4th edition
of their guidebook, Snow Sense, Jill Fredston
and Doug Fesler begin, “Nearly all avalanche
accidents can be avoided. The clues are there.
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The key is to learn to read ‘nature’s billboards.’ . . . Usually when avalanche accidents
are investigated, it is found that not just one or two clues are overlooked or ignored
but three, or four, or five clues by the time the group got into trouble.”17 Unfortunately,
backcountry skiers sometimes do not get a second chance to build on their mistakes and
errors.
Reports share data, format, and
language in their function to supply beta
as quickly and accurately as possible. Data
record individuals or parties, location,
weather, snowpack (the layering created
from different storms), and the slide
itself. To verify these details, one only
needs to thumb the collected reports of
the American Avalanche Association’s
The Snowy Torrents or the latest release
of its The Avalanche Review. Objective
and efficient, format is akin to business
memoranda, evidenced by language
that is, in the word used by Brian
Lazar, Deputy Director of the Colorado
Avalanche Information Center, “clinical.”18 A report from February 13, 2017, about an
accident that had occurred the previous day on Cameron Pass, a popular backcountry
site north of Denver, illustrates all three generic elements:
Group of 4 had skied 1 lap on the NE face
of Diamond Peak of the summit. The 		
group then went for a second lap up the 		
peak and continued down the ridge
(south) from the summit. After some
discussion they decided to perform a ski
cut in the chute climbers left of the 			
summit. Skier 1 ski cut near the roll in the
chute entrance with no result. After skier
1 was in a safe zone skier 2 dropped into
the chute. About 3 turns down 10 feet 		
below the ski cut, a large slab broke above
the skier. Skier 2 was able to deploy their
airbag and took a ride to the bottom of the
chute. Fortunately the skier was not 		
buried or injured at all and was able to
recover equipment as well. Skier 1, 3 and
4 carefully descended the line and took
some snowpack observations and helped recover equipment.19
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Reading this almost naturalistic prose, the experienced backcountry skier recognizes
how the party was blameworthy of their decisions and actions, the slope too steep, the
chute too narrow, and the snowpack too unstable. Just as bad, that Skier 2 had an airbag
(a device that inflates in order for a skier to stay on top of an avalanche) suggests some
degree of conscious planning, if not training. Despite these implications, interpretive
language is absent in the report’s function to supply beta—except, perhaps, in the
passing sarcasm that the Skier 2 “took a ride.”
The errors of the backcountry
skiers on Cameron Pass raise a
central truth to accident accounts
in their supplying beta: the
very act of venturing apart from
resort skiing signals that nobody
in the backcountry is entirely
ignorant of the dangers. Although
beta is available does not mean
backcountry skiers necessarily
access or use it, but it does mean
they have the opportunity to do so.
Virtually every report somehow
touches on this condition. For
instance, Idaho’s Sawtooth
National Forest Avalanche Center
reported on March 6, 2009, about the death of a backcountry skier who had her Dynafit
bindings—which have universal markings—in a “locked” position (for climbing) rather
than “ski” (for allowing the bindings to release under force). As the report reveals, skis
can then act as anchors during an avalanche when locked:
An estimated thirty minutes elapsed from the time of the avalanche to the time the
[skier] . . . was extricated and her airway opened. She was uncovered face down
with her head approximately two feet deep and feet approximately four feet
deep. Her head was downhill and her feet uphill with both skis still on her feet.
The victim’s Dynafit bindings were set with the toe lever up in the climbing nonrelease position. One knee was flexed with the ski tail downhill and partly
protruding uphill out of the snow, the other leg rested in a straighter position. The
victim had no pulse or respirations.20
Whether the victim would have survived had she not locked her bindings is impossible
to determine, but that the report’s writer supplies the beta in the passive voice (“were
set”) speaks volumes about what he or she might have said were interpretation the
genre’s function.
10
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Community Forums: Coming Together for the Greater Good
Responding quickly when problems arise, backcountry skiers leave little beta
unnoticed through their discussions that represent in accident accounts the first
remove from official avalanche reports.
Community forums are an ideal for this
function, especially when capitalizing on
the internet’s up-to-the-second magic.
As such, the roles of the writers of
genre and the audience of backcountry
skiers blend, the users of beta from
one genre generating and supplying
more beta in a different, wider genre.
In his essay for Outside Magazine about
the death in Washington State of skier
Adam Roberts, Christopher Solomon
describes this dynamic: “the universe of
intensely passionate Pacific Northwest
skiers and snowboarders is a curiously
small one. On discussions boards with
names like Ski Sickness and Famous
Internet Skiers, men and women gossip,
argue, and swap snapshots of their latest
descents. If they don’t know each other,
they usually know about each other.”21
As is the case with such forums, though,
a key challenge is as old as the schoolhouse game “Telephone,” in which one
student whispers a phrase into the ear of
the next, the phrase inevitably fracturing:
one cannot be clear enough when
unclear communication can have serious
consequences.
Fortunately, only a small number of forums centers on accidents, but the threat of
avalanches is nonetheless so great that Teton Gravity Research hosts a dedicated thread,
“The Slide Zone.” One post will represent all. In 2018, a grim seven-day span across the
United States witnessed six people killed in seven avalanches. In response, one blogger
posted about preparing for the task of locating multiple avalanche burials:
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PRACTICE
Learn your beacon’s [radio transceiver’s] multiburial technique (flagging, signal
suppression, etc.) if it has one.
PRACTICE
Learn Micro-Strip and/or 3-Circle [search techniques with avalanche beacons] . . .
these are absolutely necessary backup tools.
PRACTICE
Take an avalanche rescue course.
PRACTICE
Take a WFR [Wilderness First Responder] course or a WFA + CPR course.
PRACTICE
Learn multiburial triage.
PRACTICE.22
Backcountry skiers do well to heed the blogger’s advice, but what is more notable is the
adamancy to his or language. When nightmares become realities, contributors to forums
stress again and again, mincing words will not serve.
Amid the variety of forums, one emphasis connected to accidents is the assessment
of equipment. In 2010, a backcountry skier named Dalton Harben was seriously injured
in an area of Mt. Washington, New Hampshire, when a fitting on his Salomon boots
failed. Harben’s unfolding physical (and financial) plight was followed and discussed
extensively on Teton Gravity Research, including references to Louis (Lou) Dawson’s allthings-backcountry-skiing website WildSnow.
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For his part, Dawson is a specialist in evaluating equipment, buying without sponsorship
the items he puts through rigorous testing in both workshop and real-world settings.
After finding the offending Salomon fitting badly inadequate to its intended task,
Dawson affirmed, “Well, I was hoping this would turn out better. But it looks like I’ll
never get Solomon as an advertiser, and I’ll probably have to buy my review boots from
now on. But my focus is on you guys, the readers[-]backcountry skiers who I write
for. . . .”23 Dawson knows, in short, that he must be resolutely disinterested in supplying
beta about this-or-that shatter-prone piece of plastic or a faulty mechanism.
Journalistic Essays: Taking a Longer Point of View
Solidifying into narratives the voices represented
in community forums, journalistic essays represent
in accident accounts the second remove from official
avalanche reports. Akin to community forums, the
writers of such essays are often themselves backcountry
skiers, and the essay’s relative generic shapelessness fits
the rhetorical function, especially attempting to make
sense of the social dynamics underlying accidents. In
surveying the essay tradition started by the 16th-century
Frenchman Michel de Montaigne, Paul Heilker observes,
“But the essay is not merely a warm fuzzy, not simply a
free and open fluid space in which we can stretch out and
play as writers. Early in my relationship with the essay, I
learned that it is really rather aggressive about freedom,
insistent and in your face about it.”24 The essay genre,
in a word, is serious, a muse well suited for writers in
supplying beta to readers who are bound for backcountry danger.
Many essays that may be grouped with accident accounts recount the fates of single
backcountry skiers. One such essay is both exceptional and typical in its ranging beyond
the primary audience’s focus on beta but staying relevant to it.
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Responding to the death in 1993 of Paul Ruff, a professional skier who unsuccessfully
attempted to jump for the cameras a 160-foot-high cliff in South Lake Tahoe, California,
Alex Markels explores in his Snow Country magazine essay, “Over the Edge?” how Ruff’s
fate indicates an alarming trend in the backcountry when life imitates the art of film:
“Once practiced by only a handful of
experienced mountaineers, extremism
has become the passion of a growing
number of daredevils, many of whom
have little backcountry experience.”25
Markels concludes by quoting Scot
Schmidt, a premier extreme skier
during the time, who warned, “Paul
left a lesson for all of us, and the lesson
is a reality check. Hopefully the next
guy who tries something like this is
going to think three times instead of
twice.”26 In certain cases, it seems, the
examples of professionals supply beta
for even everyday backcountry skiers.
Wider in scope than the individual
nature of Ruff’s death, the social
dynamics of backcountry partners
involve more complex beta. In his short
essay for Elevation Outdoors magazine,
Chris Van Leuven addresses the 2017
death of Inge Perkins in an avalanche
in southwest Montana. With Perkins
was Hayden Kennedy, and both were
experienced in the backcountry.
Perkins had an avalanche beacon stored in her backpack, but she did not wear it and
left it turned off. Kennedy survived the slide; grief-stricken, he committed suicide soon
thereafter. Van Leuven reflects, “I must ask myself some questions: Would things have
been different if the two were properly using their avalanche gear? What if Hayden had
received emotional treatment after the accident? Questions, answers, these things don’t
bring people back.”27 Throughout his essay, Van Leuven is intensely personal—he was
a friend of Kennedy’s—but what emerges, too, for backcountry skiers is important beta
about skiing in pairs because fewer options exist for rescue than when more people are
present.
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Although there can be safety in numbers, group dynamics for backcountry skiers can
also become exponentially more complicated than with individuals or pairs. Without a
doubt, the most prominent essay about this occasion is John Branch’s “Snow Fall: The
Avalanche at Tunnel Creek,” which was published in The New York Times on December 20,
2012, and won the 2013 Pulitzer Prize for Feature Writing. Branch’s multimedia essay
explores an incident of February 19, 2012, in which three among a group of fifteen expert
skiers were killed in a “sidecountry” area (backcountry accessed from a resort) named
Tunnel Creek, located on the backside of the Stevens Pass Resort, Washington. “Like
many ideas that sound good at the time,” Branch describes about the assembly before and
during the fateful day, “skiing Tunnel Creek was an idea hatched in a bar.”28 Beta from
the resulting “groupthink” is not likely to be accurate, and Branch’s narrative is a good
reminder. This his lesson might be interesting to the national Times audience, but it is
downright crucial to the backcountry skiers who do not just read about but inhabit the
culture of “Snow Fall.”
Biographies and Autobiographies: Seeking Emotional Closure
At the third and furthest remove from official avalanche reports in accident accounts
are biographies and autobiographies (or, perhaps better, memoirs29) because they represent
memory-making. As
with journalistic essays,
authors are often the
same as the audience;
regardless, how these
retrospective genres
can be classified in a
system that functions to
supply prospective beta
might seem at issue.
Allen Hibbard’s view
of biographies helps to
justify their inclusion:
“The enterprise of writing
biography,” he explains,
“necessarily involves two distinct, yet related, narrative strands: the story of the subject
and the story of the biographer coming to know, structure and recreate the life of the
subject.”30 With accident accounts, the second strand is more beneficial to backcountry
skiers than the first, for, to adapt Hibbard’s thesis, the resulting beta about beta—the
“structur[ing]”—is critical to how they, in turn, interpret and apply beta for their own
backcountry pursuits.
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Biographies centered on accidents are unusual. One reason is that the subjects are
normally unknown to the public and, so, are of minor commercial potential. John Rolfe
Burroughs’ 1967 biography of Werner, “I Never Look Back,” for instance, was published
not because the ski racer died in the backcountry but because he was, Burroughs
characterizes, an “American David [who] sallied forth to contend almost singlehandedly against the massed ranks of Europe’s skiing Goliaths.”31 A second reason is
the compulsion to write (and sell) “feel good” redemption stories about the legacy of
accident victims. One example of this kind is William Kerig’s The Edge of Never: A Skier’s
Story of Life, Death, and Dreams in the World’s Most Dangerous Mountains, which relates the
travels of Kerig and others in bringing fifteen-year-old Kyle Peterson to the same run in
France where Kyle’s father, Trevor, died in 1996. About the skiing, at least, Kerig comes
to the beta-like truth about the dangers of extraordinarily steep slopes that “Expertise,
equipment, and experience offer but thin insurance policies.”32 Regardless of Kerig’s
insight, each of these limited perspectives—a biography culminating in an accident and
another starting from one—is largely outside the genre system of accident accounts
because very little beta emerges directly applicable to life in backcountry.

In contrast to Burroughs’ and Kerig’s books, exemplary as a biography sufficiently
focused on an accident is Robert Cocuzzo’s account of the life of Doug Coombs, Tracking
the Wild Coomba. Coombs, who died in 2006 in La Grave, France, when he fell over
a cliff in trying to rescue a friend who had already fallen from the same spot, was a
professional extreme skier of the highest order.
16
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His fate, as with Ruff’s, might thus seem irrelevant to the everyday audience of accident
accounts. Typical Amazon reviews reflect how beta, though, is foremost to the primary
audience of backcountry skiers. One reader, named Brendan Leonard, responds, “Rob’s
first-person perspective is never too much, just to put us in his ski boots and have some
first-hand knowledge of what the skiing feels like. A good read for anyone who wants to
know more about Doug Coombs, or know more about ski mountaineering, or just read a
good mountain story.”33 A vicarious reading experience has its benefits, particularly for
backcountry skiers who push their limits.
Another reader applauds, “you can go
along from the safety of your couch.
I highly recommend this book for all
skiers, hikers and outdoor enthusiasts.”34
From couch to slopes these enthusiasts
shall go, so Tracking the Wild Coomba for
them zeroes in on an inevitable question:
what beta does Coombs’ death supply?
To write his account, Cocuzzo
traveled for four years to many of the
locations where Coombs lived, including
La Grave, where he investigates the
context and specifics of the accident. In
reviewing the book for Outside Magazine,
Matt Hansen sets the stage: “We all
know what’s coming, and it can be a
difficult place to go. But Cocuzzo forges
ahead and treats the accident with a journalistic eye for facts while approaching the
aftermath of those involved with a tender touch.”35 Among those facts, one skier in La
Grave, Ptor Spricenieks, conjectures
that Coombs could have been pushed
off the edge by sluff (tumbling
surface snow) touched off by an
approaching skier. Cocuzzo recounts,
“I’d read everything that had ever
been written about the accident. . . .
When the first news of the accident
came out, it was falsely reported
that an avalanche swept Coombs
over the cliff, but then the story
was corrected, indicating that he
had slipped. What Spricenieks was
saying, however, was the Coombs
hadn’t slipped off the edge.
17
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He was pushed off by sluff.”36 An avalanche triggered by a willfully ignorant backcountry
skier is on one end of a spectrum of blameworthiness while a human slip by a properly
cautious one is on the other; the effect of sluff—often dismissed, says avalanche expert
Tremper, as “harmless”37—is in the ambiguous in-between. Still, pivotal for Cocuzzo is
that backcountry, if not life, beta must be found in Coomb’s death, and that unpredictable
and random sluff could have killed one of the sport’s legends calls his assumption into
doubt. At journey’s end, Cocuzzo resigns himself to the wisdom in what Coombs once
expressed: “There is no best skier in the world. The best skier in the world is the one
having the most fun.”38 This cheerful sentiment notwithstanding, the shadow cast by
Coombs’ death also compels skiers to remember that fun can have a dark side.
As Cocuzzo’s Tracking the Wild Coomba attests, something about the trauma of
backcountry accidents demands “emotional closure,” and autobiographies are no
different. Although essays detailing accidents are easy to find—Dawson, notably, offers
on his WildSnow blog an
essay about his surviving a
1982 avalanche in Aspen,
Colorado—full, accidentcentric autobiographies are
even rarer than biographies,
probably because the
autobiographer must
have survived the slide
that is the occasion for
writing and the incident
must have been traumatic
enough to shape his or her
worldview. One example is
Ken Wylie’s Buried, which
centers on a January 20,
2003, accident in British
Columbia’s Selkirk Range
that cost seven lives from
a party of twenty-one. Wylie, who was himself caught in the avalanche, explores his
role as an assistant guide and how his life before and after the slide has taken on new
meaning. In Wylie’s account, responsibility, guilt, and redemption are all bundled. He
comments, “I feel as if the tragedy did not go according to plan. Whenever I imagined a
guiding tragedy, I was not on the list of survivors. I never dreamed of having to live with
my decisions; I feel betrayed by this reality.”39 The Yiddish saying “Der mentsh trakht
un Got lakht” (“Man plans and God laughs”) requires no explication as a gloss to Wylie’s
beta-defying moment, the human sense of heroism and backcountry realities out of
harmony.
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Final Thoughts: Expanding the Possibilities
Of course, genres often overlap, and sequences such as the one represented here
are far from lockstep.40 With accident accounts, the data of reports can flicker with
subjective commentary, or the back-and-forth entries on forums can evolve into
single-voiced essays. Almost all genre systems are, it seems, dynamic, which is to say
incomplete because language itself is at some level inexact.41 To say one thing is not to
say another; to answer one generic criterion can leave another underrepresented or even
unfulfilled. The 2003 accident in British Columbia is a good example. Each genre used
in responding to the accident, whether the immediate news reports about the avalanche,
essays that same year such as Ted Kerasote’s “A Thin White Line” for Outside Magazine,
a private investigation and report the year after by Frank Baumann and Dick Penniman,
or the eventual autobiography by Wylie, supplies a piece—but only a piece—of the
narrative puzzle.
Who knows what future genres will supply beta to backcountry skiers? Of late,
podcasts such as Doug Krause’s Slide: The Avalanche Podcast and Caleb Merrill’s The
Avalanche Hour add to the conversation. Elsewhere, the American Avalanche Association
members produce YouTube videos, which are linked on Facebook (about which Lazar
shrugs, drily, “More people will watch a video than read reports”42). In the end, though,
the point about the genre system of accident accounts is and will be all about function:
in concluding his book about the history of
avalanches in Colorado, John W. Jenkins turns
to the reader and advises, “For all the danger
posed by avalanches the lure of the wild is
irresistible. Enjoy the wild and all that it does
for the human spirit but be knowledgeable,
thoughtful, and act defensively. Remember
that you are the visitor to the wilderness and
must adjust to that environment. Enjoy your
stay and make it possible to visit again.”43 At
least in terms of how they read and interact
with whatever might be the genres of accident
accounts, backcountry skiers need not be so
prodded, for “to visit again” all but defines why
they bother to get out of bed in the morning.
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